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HISTORY OF A-V EDUCATION 
IN CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS 

SPAUL SAETTLER 

This is the second in a series of 
papers designed to provide an histori- 
cal account of audio-visual communi- 
cation. The first article, "Historical 
Overview of Audio-Visual Communi- 
cation," appeared in the Spring 1954 

issue. Paul Saettler is assistant pro- 
fessor of education, Sacramento State 
College, California. The study from 
which this paper is drawn was com- 
pleted for the PhD degree at the Uni- 
versity of Southern California. 

O OF the more significant movements in the history of audio- 
visual communication in education in the United States has 

been the development of audio-visual education in city school sys- 
tems. This growth was manifested by the formal organization of 
"departments of visual instruction" and by an impressive range of 
audio-visual activities on a nondepartmentalized basis. This paper 
will trace the early organizational and administrative aspects inher- 
ent in such development. 

ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY 

The organization of audio-visual education in city school sys- 
tems proceeded along four distinctive paths: (a) the emergence 
of school museums, (b) the founding of slide libraries, (c) the 
establishment of film libraries, and (d) the nondepartmentalized 
systematization of audio-visual education. In many instances, ex- 
amples of all these developments can be easily detected in the same 
city school system. But, however these growth patterns may over- 
lap or supplement each other, it is indisputably clear that the school 
museum movement gave the first vital impetus to the organization 
of audio-visual education in city school systems. 
Emergence of School Museums 

The practice of forming collections, whether of art objects or 
the relics and specimens of natural history, dates from the secret 
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110 AUDIO-VISUAL COMMUNICATION REVIEW 

scientific societies formed in Italy during the 16th Century. In the 
past, the great social movements have always been inextricably in- 
tertwined with the popularization of knowledge; and subsequently, 
this spread of knowledge has always been a prodigious part of mu- 
seum history. One of the earliest types of museums in the United 
States was the college museum of natural history. In fact, much of 
our popular education in natural history has been derived from such 
college museums as the Dartmouth College Collection, started in 
1783; the Mineralogical Collection of the University Museum at 
Harvard, begun in 1784; the Peabody Museum of Natural History, 
founded by Yale in 1802; and The University of Ohio Museum, dat- 
ing from 1823. 

Quite early, a number of endowed libraries, museums, and art 
institutes established separate departments for extension work in 
the public schools. The Davenport Academy of Sciences and the 
Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences were among the first to organize 
specific cooperative school programs. These "museum-school" in- 
structional plans were later admirably supplemented by similar en- 
riched school programs sponsored by such institutions as the Field 
Museum of Natural History, the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sci- 
ences, and the American Museum of Natural History. Perhaps 
the most notable example of a cooperative educational undertak- 
ing of a museum is that offered by the Philadelphia Commercial 
Museum, which, about 1900, prepared and presented free of cost 
a total of 250 collections to the Pennsylvania schools. 

The so-called school museum movement reached its peak dur- 
ing the decade 1904 to 1914. Aside from the many tax-supported 
and privately endowed museums founded during the period, three 
public-school museums were established which have a special signif- 
icance for the audio-visual education movement. These were the 
St. Louis Educational Museum, the Reading Public Museum, and 
the Cleveland Educational Museum. 

The St. Louis Educational Museum, founded in 1904, became 
the first administrative unit for audio-visual education organized 
in a public-school system. Much of the influence for this develop- 
ment can be attributed to former United States Commissioner of 
Education, William Torrey Harris. In 1876, when Harris was 
still superintendent of the St. Louis Public Schools, he stated in 
his annual report that, "every lesson should be given in such a way 
as to draw out the perceptive powers of the pupil by leading him 
to reflect on what he sees or to analyze the object before him." 
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HISTORY OF A-V EDUCATION IN CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS 111 

EARLY AUDIO-VISUAL DEPARTMENTS 

City Date Director Title of Director 
Established 

St. Louis 1904 A. Meissner Curator, Educational Museum 

Reading, Pa. 1907 L. W. Mengel Director, Reading Public Museum 
and Art Gallery 

Cleveland 1909 W. M. Gregory Director, Educational Museum 

Philadelphia 1915 A. F. Liveright Librarian, Pedagogical Library 

Chicago 1917 Dudley C. Hays Director, Bureau of Visual 
Instruction 

Newark 1918 A. S. Balcom Ass't Supt. of Schools in Charge 
of Visual Instruction 

Detroit 1919 B. A. Barnesa Supervisor of Visual Instruction 

Detroit 1919 Julia Gilmoreb Curator, Children's Museum 

Kansas City 1919 Rupert Peters Director, Division of Visual 
Instruction 

Los Angeles 1920 A. Loretto Clarke Acting Director, Visual Education 
Department 

New York 1920 E. L. Crandall Director of Public Lectures and 
Visual Instruction 

Atlanta 1922 E. R. Enlow Supervisor of Visual Education 

Pittsburgh 1922 John A. Hollinger Director of Department of Visual 
Education and Nature Study 

Berkeley 1922 Anna V. DoTris Director of Visual Instruction 

Sacramento 1922 (unknown) Director of Visual Instruction 

Buffalo 1923 Orrin L. Pease Supervisor of Visual Instruction 

Buffalo 1920 Carlos Cummings" Director of Visual Instruction 

Oakland 1923 H. O. Weltye Director, Department of Visual 
Instruction 

a. Appointed for 1923-24. 
b. Children's Museum under general direction of the Supervisor of Visual Instruction. 
c. Organized as a separate department in 1923. 
d. Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, Department of Visual Instruction, subsidized in part 

by city for service to public schools. 
e. Chairman of committee which organized department in September 1923. 
Source: F. Dean McClusky, Visual Education 1923 Administrative Survey. p. 11. 
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112 AUDIO-VISUAL COMMUNICATION REVIEW 

Ironically, the first opportunity to implement this so-called "original 
instruction" philosophy of education came in 1904 when the city 
of St. Louis played host to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. As 
the direct consequence of organizing and managing a Public Schools 
Exhibit, Carl G. Rathmann, then assistant superintendent of the 
St. Louis schools, became aware of the educational potential in 
the schools of the many informative exhibits on display at the 
exposition. 

An Early Photo Showing Principals and Teachers Studying the Exhibits 
of the St. Louis Educational Museum in 1914. 

On September 13, 1904, the St. Louis Board of Education made 
its first authorization to Rathmann for the purchase of appropriate 
illustrative materials. Following this action, the museum dream 
became an actuality. The first art objects and models were soon 
supplemented by extensive gift collections from national museums 
and countries around the world. Amelia Meissner, the daughter 
of a famous horticulturist and long ripe for the idea of "bringing 
the world to the child,"' organized these materials and became the 

1 This phrase, which became the official slogan of the St. Louis Educational Museum, was 
coined by Amelia Meissner. 
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HISTORY OF A-V EDUCATION IN CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS 113 

museum's first curator. A short time later, a horse and wagon 
were acquired, and in the fall of 1905 the educational museum 
began actively to serve the St. Louis Public Schools. 

An Early Field Trip Conducted in Connection with the Activities of the 
St. Louis Educational Museum. Photo Probably Taken in 1911. 

McClusky has observed that three points concerning the St. 
Louis Educational Museum deserve emphasis. He stated that the 
collections were built to supplement rather than supplant the course 
of study, that provision was made for the transportation of ma- 
terials from the museum to the schools and return, and that a 
catalog of materials arranged in terms of the course of study 
was printed and made accessible to the teacher. 

In the fall of 1907, the Reading Public Museum became the 
second administrative unit for audio-visual education to be organ- 
ized by a public school. Credit for the founding of this museum 
belongs largely to Levi W. Mengel. Although the idea of such a 
museum originally took root in Mengel's mind during his prepara- 
tion for his science and history classes, he first saw the practicality 
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114 AUDIO-VISUAL COMMUNICATION REVIEW 

of beginning a school museum when he attended the Louisiana Pur- 
chase Exposition. 

First Horse Drawn Delivery Wagon of the St. Louis Educational Museum. 
First Put into Operation in 1904. 

Ultimately, with considerable aid received from the Phila- 
delphia Commercial Museum, Mengel succeeded in obtaining nearly 
2000 items from the Commissions of China, Japan, India, Ceylon, 
the Philippines, and the Central and South American republics. 
The bulk of this material was immediately stored in Reading until 
it could be organized and arranged for use. In 1907, the Reading 
Board of Education finally passed a resolution to clear out the debris 
of the old high-school building and reserved the third floor for a 
school museum. 

The third public-school museum was established by the Cleve- 
land Public Schools under the direction of W. M. Gregory in 1909. 
The express purpose of the founding of this museum was to improve 
instruction in the public schools. Following the St. Louis pat- 
tern, collections of materials and printed pamphlets were sent to 
the teacher as ordered. Similarly, the museum supplied materials 
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HISTORY OF A-V EDUCATION IN CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS 115 

for school lecturers and prepared a number of nonportable exhibits. 
Founding of Slide Libraries. 

A second developmental stream in the organization of audio- 
visual education departments was the establishment of slide 
libraries in the cities of Philadelphia, Detroit, and Chicago. Un- 
doubtedly, the most intriguing historical narrative of an individual 
slide library is the Chicago story. 

In 1895, a group of 10 enthusiastic principals in the Chicago 
schools organized a projection club entirely independent of the 
Chicago Board of Education. This group of principals, with their 
own funds, contributed $25 each to a "slide fund" which was used 
to purchase slides and projection equipment. As a consequence, 
this small group of educators not only distributed slide sets among 
their respective schools and the community, but they also pur- 
chased additional slide sets and kept their collection in good repair. 

The Chicago Projection Club eventually gained such wide ap- 
peal that it began to assume proportions which made it impossible 
for this group of volunteers to operate it effectively. Therefore, 
in 1917, the complete collection of some 8000 slides was given to 
the Chicago Board of Education with the proviso that "it be built 
ap, its use fostered, and its advantages extended" to all the schools 
in the system. The Board accepted this responsibility and began 
to administer it as part of an organized audio-visual department. 
Establishment of Film Libraries. 

The third development in the organization of audio-visual edu- 
cation departments in city school systems was the founding of film 
libraries. This development erupted abruptly and progressed 
rapidly following the organization of the Chicago Bureau of Visual 
Instruction in 1917. Newark set up its audio-visual department 
in 1918; Detroit and Kansas City followed in 1919; and Los Angeles, 
Buffalo, and New York City formed their departments in 1920. 
The year 1922 marked the beginning of four more audio-visual 
departments in Atlanta, Pittsburgh, Berkeley, and Sacramento. 

All these audio-visual departments or "bureaus of visual in- 
struction" developed primarily from the impetus induced by the 
introduction of motion pictures in the classroom. This, in turn, 
was stimulated by the production of educational films by the United 
States Government and the activity of the United States Bureau 
of Education in connection with war films. The outstanding illus- 
trations of this development were those of New York City and 
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116 AUDIO-VISUAL COMMUNICATION REVIEW 

Sacramento. In both of these city audio-visual education depart- 
ments, all activity revolved exclusively about the collection and 
distribution of motion pictures. 
Nondepartmentalized Audio-Visual Education. 

The systematization of audio-visual education also took place 
in city school systems which did not formally organize depart- 
ments. In a 1923 survey made for the National Education Asso- 
ciation, McClusky found three types of organization that had 
evolved in city schools. The first type of organization approximated 
an audio-visual department. It consisted of an audio-visual edu- 
cation committee, composed of teachers and administrators, which 
concerned itself with the problems and administration of audio- 
visual education in the school system. Typical examples of this 
type of organization were the city systems of Dayton, Indianapolis, 
Providence, and San Francisco. As an illustration, the Dayton 
Board of Education authorized the superintendent to appoint a 
committee of three elementary-school principals and two super- 
visors to administer the audio-visual program in the schools. 

A second type of organization was identical with the first in 
that a committee was placed in control of audio-visual education. 
But the constituent members of this committee were representa- 
tives of a group of teachers and principals interested in audio- 
visual education rather than official representatives of the superin- 
tendent or board of education. Examples of this type of organiza- 
tion were the city school systems of Portland, Seattle, and Tacoma. 

The third type of organization was confined to the individual 
school. The responsibility for audio-visual education service rested 
entirely with the principal or teacher of each respective school with- 
in the district, independent of the city audio-visual departments. 

ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS 
The most reliable and extensive source of data on the early 

administrative history of audio-visual education in city school 
systems is the unpublished administrative survey made by F. Dean 
McClusky in 1923. In this survey, he reported on such subjects 
as salaries of audio-visual personnel, value of equipment and ma- 
terials, audio-visual department budgets, types and amount of 
materials and equipment, distribution methods employed, and film 
evaluation and utilization procedures in 14 city school systems. 

The slide was the principal audio-visual material circulated. 
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HISTORY OF A-V EDUCATION IN CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS 117 

This was closely followed by the film, stereograph, picture exhibit, 
graphic booklet, chart, costume doll, and model. 

One of the most important problems of city audio-visual educa- 
tion departments was the distribution of audio-visual materials. 
In the early city audio-visual departments, two general methods 
of distribution were used. These methods, known as the "circuit" 
and "special-order" methods, were quite different in purpose and 
operation. Both, however, were used in varying degrees by the 
same audio-visual departments. 

By the "circuit" method a film was passed from school to school 
until it reached each school on an established circuit. Each school 
on the circuit could depend on the reception of specific films at 
regular intervals throughout the school year. In 1923, the cities 
of Atlanta, Detroit, Kansas City, Newark, New York, and Sacra- 
mento were using the circuit method of distribution. 

The "special-order" method of distribution was relatively 
simple in contrast to the circuit method. In order to secure a film, 
a teacher or principal contacted the school system audio-visual de- 
partment and made his request known for a specific day and hour. 
All city departments in 1923 used this method with the exception of 
New York and Sacramento. 

Film selection and evaluation in the early 20's was practically 
undeveloped: In cities using the special-order method, film selec- 
tion was primarily the responsibility of the director of the audio- 
visual department. However, in Berkeley and Los Angeles, film 
committees assisted the director. 

In 1923, the Berkeley audio-visual department distinguished 
itself by being the first to publish a graded list of films. A short 
time later, Chicago prepared the first graded catalog of slides. 
Other materials furnished by these early audio-visual departments 
were printed catalogs of materials available. In most of these 
catalogs, however, no attempt was made to supply graded lists of 
materials. 

SUMMARY 

One of the significant movements in the history of audio-visual 
communication was the development of audio-visual departments 
in city school systems. This line of development took four forms. 
Educational school museums were founded, slide libraries were 
organized, film libraries were established, and nondepartmentalized 
audio-visual education developed. 
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118 AUDIO-VISUAL COMMUNICATION REVIEW 

In most instances, audio-visual budgets, materials, and person- 
nel were limited. Most materials consisted of slides and stereo- 
graphs rather than films. The two most commonly used distribu- 
tion methods were the "circuit" and "special-order" methods. Film 
evaluation and utilization were still hardly touched; however, the 
Berkeley Visual Education Department published a graded list of 
films and slides as early as 1923. Generally, the growth of visual 
education considerably increased the complexity of educational 
administration and created some confusion as to the precise status 
of audio-visual directors or coordinators. 
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